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thing that happened to you with your friends. Q:
How to integrate django with existing non-django
framework using server side templating? I'm a bit
of newbie with the the python world and would like
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to know what is the best way to integrate django
with my existing web app. I have a Django
powered CMS with lots of pluggable modules that
return data from the database. I'm currently
generating the HTML using C# server-side and just
running the Django template engine on them. I've
never really developed a web app with that before
(generating all HTML on the server side). I'm
wondering if it is possible to use a server side
templating framework like Textile and have django
used to integrate all the pluggable modules I
created? A: I would think twice about using django
in such a configuration. What you described is
almost exactly what django is for: integrating an
existing framework. There are many existing
frameworks out there, use something else. It may
be possible to use django as a way to integrate
some pluggable modules, but you're going to have
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a hell of a time integrating everything you have
with a framework that is already integrated into
most web frameworks. Maybe use something like
Zope instead of django. If you are applying by the
OERI EC, please send your electronic copy of your
application to Trish@oerielab.org. We will review
your application by July 31st, 2018. DISCLAIMER:
The University of Minnesota and the OERI Lab are
not responsible or liable for the information
contained on this page; furthermore, the University
and OERI Lab are not responsible or liable for any
damages resulting from this page. Search for: OERI
Research Apps OERI sponsors research apps that
can be used by research professionals in any field.
These research apps are FREE! They can easily be
downloaded by students and researchers at your
institution, or faculty can use them in OERI labs.
The apps can be found under the “
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